
ONE BAY, ANY VEHICLE VEHICLE PROTECTION
With Versymmetric lifting, both 
asymmetric and symmetric lifting 
methods are possible, allowing you 
to service a wide range of vehicles 
safely and efficiently, all in one bay.

Standard dual-integrated rubber 
door guards help protect vehicle 
panels from inadvertent damage.

directSPOT™ TECHNOLOGY

TWO-POST
AUTOMOTIVE LIFT

VERSYMMETRIC® TECHNOLOGY
Three-stage offset front arm and 
two-stage rear arm provide a wide 
arm sweep for asymmetric and 
symmetric lifting in one service bay.

Versymmetric offset arms eliminate 
struggling with tires and help save 
time on spotting a short wheelbase.

The John Bean® EELS533 10k Two-Post Lift 
offers versatility and convenience with a 
10,000-pound lifting capacity.

This lift is equipped with Versymmetric® 
lift technology to combine symmetric and 
asymmetric lift adjustments into one piece 
of equipment, bringing flexibility to any 
service bay and maximizing your efficiency 
and shop space. 

From compact cars to full-size trucks, 
the heavy-duty columns and arms of the 
EELS533 ensure the safe lifting of a wide 
range of vehicles. And Versymmetric 
technology gives you the freedom to service 
all of these vehicles from the same service 
bay.

The EELS533 is the lift you need for 
maximum versatility and productivity.

MAXIMUM VERSATILITY 
VALUABLE PRODUCTIVITY

EELS533 10K



EELS533 10K

Lifting Capacity 10,000 lbs.  |  4,500 kg

Configuration Versymmetric®

Overall Width 132"  |  335cm

Overall Height 131"  |  333cm

Max Lifting Height 75"  |  190cm

Lifting Time 44 seconds

Power Requirements 208-230V 60Hz 1Ph 2HP  |  1.5kW

Air Supply Required 90-120 PSI  |  6-8 BAR

• Stack Adapters • EV Foot Pads
• 24-inch Column Height 

Extension Kit
• Power Unit Voltages

STANDARD ACCESSORIESTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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FIND A DISTRIBUTOR
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